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ABSTRACT

A method for the estimation of first mode
structural damping, developed by other investigators,
was applied Co shaker test data of the HDr. containment
building. Due to inadequate precision in tne
experimental phase measurements no valid results could
be obtained. Based on modal analysis it was also
noted that for systems such as the HDR building,
contributions of higher modes are not negligible as
was assumed in the original approach. Therefore, the
procedure for the determination of superstructure
damping using experimental data was extended to
include the effects of higher modes. The extended
method does not lead to any higher order nonlinear
equations than the first mode approximation and was
found to be as simple to apply as the original
approach.

INTRODUCTION

All processes which dissipate energy and/or
reduce the amplitude o£ vibration of a '-tructural
system ars commonly designated as damping. The
physical mechanisms of damping are complex, often
poorly understood, and may involve nonlinear
effects. Damping may arise due Co internal friction
of material particles, external friction between
components of the system and its Interaction with its
boundaries, or the radiation of energy from the system
of interest to its surroundings. In engineering
analyses damping is usually treated as velocity-
proportional or viscous and damping effects which are
due to other mechanisms are transformed to equivalent
viscous damping by means of energy considerations.
This has the advantage of juesecving linearity in the
equations of motion and Is generally acceptable when
the deformations of the structural system are
relatively small.

In vlbrational testing of structural or soil-
structure systems which can be reasonably well
described using viscous damping models, the magnitude
of damping can be determined from the experimental
data by using the logarithmic decrement method In the
time domain or the half-power bandwidth method In the
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frequency domain ll]. While this appruach strictly
holds only for single degree of freedom systems It can
b« extended to multi-degree of freedom systems tu
identify the modal damping imgnltude for each cf the
vlhrattonal modes If the system frequencies are not
closely spaced. However, care must be exercised so
that physical nonllnearltles and noise from the
environment do not lead to erroneous interpretations
of results [2]. Furthermore, for multi-degree of
freedom systems the transfer of energy from one mode
to another may manifest itself as damping of a
particular mode when it is locally viewed as a single
degree of freedom system.

The methods used to obtain damping from
experimental data yield only the magnitude of the
overall system damping. However, It Is of Interest,
both for design and analysts purposes, to Identify the
individual mechanisms or components of damping and
their contributions to the total damping. For large
soil-structure systems such as nuclear power plant
buildings the overall system damping is mainly
composed of structural damping due to the deformation
of the superstructure, the material damping of the
soil and the radiation damping or energy transfer from
the structure to the outlying soil medium by wave
propagation. For strong motions other nonlinear
effects may come into play, e.g,, the energy
dissipation at the soil-structure boundary due to
sliding and/or bonding-debonding. Neglecting such
strong nonlinearities and using the value of total
system damping obtained from experimental
measurements, it appears reasonable that analytical
methods can be devised to estimate the contribution of
each of the major damping components.

The present paper Is concerned with the
Identification of the structural or superstructure
damping using experimental data from the vibratlonal
testing of the HDR containment building [3]. In the
following we first briefly describe the HDR soil-
structure system and the vlbrational experiments.
Next we describe our attempt to identify structural
damping from HDR test data using an approach developed
by Luco et a!., [4]. This is followed by the
derivation of an extension of this method to Include
the effects of higher modes. Finally a discussion of
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Che approaches to Identify structural damping Is
presented. In the analysis procedure presented here,
reference is made to Che results of a companion
study [5] which had as its major objective the
Identification of the radiation damping for the HDR
system using analytical techniques.

THE HDR CONTAINMENT SYSTEM AND ITS VIBRATIONAL TESTS

The HDR (Helssdampfreaktur) Is a decommissioned
nuclear power reactor located in Kahl near Frankfurt
In the Federal Republic of Germany. The HDR
containment building, shown schematically in Fig. 1,
has been subjected to many dynamic tests using shaker,
explosive, and impulse excitations [6]. A major
objective of these tests has been the study of soil-
structure interactions and the verification of
analysis used to analyze such behavior. The
containment building Is about 65 m In total height
with an embedmer.t of approximately 13 in. It's outer
diameter Is about 22 m and Its total mass is estimated
at around 25,000 t. The building consists of an outer
reinforced concrete shield building, the containment
proper which is a cylindrical steel shell with
spherical caps at both ends, and the Inner concrete
structure which housed the reactor and other
components. The steel containment shell Is separated
from the outer shield structure by an annular gap of
about 0.6 m. The two structures connect at the
basemac where the steel containment shelL la free
standing In an "egg-cup" shaped support region uf the
concrete foundation. The Inner concrete structure la
tightly coupled to the steel containment. The soil at
the building site Is relatively soft with the water
cable lying about 6 m below ground. Shear wave
velocity estimates for the soil in the vicinity of the
building range from 100 m/s to 300 m/s.

Fig. 1. Schematic of HDR Containment Building

The experimental data of Interest to the current
study were obtained from steady state sinusoidal
vibration tests using two eccentric masu shakers which
when synchronized produced a maximum forct of
1000 KN [3] . The shakers were mounted to the Inner
concrete structure on the operating floor of the
reactor which is located 30.85 .n above ground level.
Primary instrumentation was provided by means of
accelerometers located throughout the structure. Some
of the gauge locations are Indicated In Fig. 1. The
experiments provided both amplitude and phase
measurements as a function of frequency. Standard
techniques (e.g., peak and phase shift identification,
half-power bandwidth method) were used to Identify the
modal parameters of the system, I.e., resonant
i. -luencles, daaping, and (node shapes. The data from
Individual measurements and test were curve-fitted to
obtain mean values of the parameters. The first mode
of the system was identified as a rockinw mode with
strong soil-structure Interaction and relatively
little structural deformation. It's frequency lies at
about 1 .4 Hz with a system damping estimate of about
4X of critical. The most Impurtant structural mode Is
the second mode, an out-of-phase bending mode, where
the Inner and outer structures move In opposite
directions. It's frequency lies at about 2.5 Hz with
an average damping estlmato of 2.i£ of crlclctfl.
Higher frequency modus Involved torslonal and
tranalatlonal modes as well as additional bunding
raodu's and local shell defunnnt loitu. There la
considerable scatter In the data particularly in the
damping estimates. Frequencies varied (decreased)
slightly with Increasing vlbrationjl force levels (7],

IDENTIFICATION OF DAMPING COMPONENTS

In parallel with the current study lor the
determination of the superstructure t'amplng,
Weldltnger Associates carried out an
analytical/computational effort [5) which had as Its
goal the determination of the radiation damping for
the HDR system. In their approach finite element
representations are used both for the structure and
the region of the site geology adjacent to the
structure's foundation. Linear elastic behavior for
the entire soil-structure system Is assumed. The
structure Is represented by a lumped—mass beam finite
element model with two concentric branches and was
originally developed by Hochtlef AC [8). One branch
of the model represents the outer shield structure
while the second branch models the steel containment
shell together with the Inner concrete structure.

The soil continuum is modeled by a finite element
mesh composed of three-dimensional hexahedron
elements. This site model Is used together with a
rigid foundation to compute Green's functions for each
degree of freedom of interest for the foundation. The
structural model Is defined In terms of Its modal
degrees-of-freedora. Free and forced vibration
response of the structure can then be simulated In
auxiliary calculations In which the Creen's functions
which implicitly contain radiation damping, are
convolved with the foundation's motion history to
provide the continuum resistance forces acting on tht
foundation. All computations are performed using the
FLEX computer code [5).

Neglecting all material and structural damping
free vibration calculations were carried out for the
first two modes of the HDR building to determine the
radiation "lamping associated with each mode. For the
first mode, which is a rocking mode, the radiation
damping value was calculated as 2.15X. For the second
mode, which represents out-of-phase bending of the



Inner and outer structure, radiation damping was
estimated at 0.242;. These results were to be combined
with superstructure damping determined In the current
effort and with the total system damping values
obtained by experiment In order to estimate the
remaining damping component, I.e., material damping of
the soil.

Superstructure Damping Based on First Mode
Approximation

Assuming that the total response at the top of a
structure Is governed by firs* nr.de behavior and that
the contributions at higher j. des Is negligible,
Luco et al., [4] developed a method for ob1 aining
superstructure damping using data from vibrational
experiments. In this approach it is essentially
assumed that, for a structure with a rigid bane, the
horizontal displacement of any point of the structure
(Including the point of maximum displacement) can be
represented as the sum of the base displacement, the
base rotation multiplied by the height to the point of
Interest, and the deforraatlonal displacement of the
superstucture at the point of Interest. Except for
Che last Item all quantities In this relationship can
be obtained from experimental measurements. Thus It
Is posstble to calculate the defurmatlonal
displacement at the point of Interest. This
Information together with an estimate of the mode
shapes for the fixed-base superstructure raudel leads
to the determination of the superstructure damping In
the first mode. In general a modal analysis of the
undamped, fixed-base superstructure model Is necessary
to obtain all the required information.

Using the above outlined approach and data from
the HDR steady state shaker vibrational testing, an
attempt was made to Identify the superstructure
damping. A modification of the method of [4] was
required to accommodate the .1DR situation In which the
shaker force was not applied at the top of the
structure but on the operating floor as shown
schematically In Fig. 2. Further the method was
extended so that the response of any arbitrary point
In the structure could be \ sed to Identify the
superstructure damping* and not Just the response at
the point of load application. Excitation frequencies
In the range of 1-4 Hz V used In the calculation of
structural damping. Shis Included (as suggested by
Luco et al., [A]) the vi;lnlty of the first fixed-base
frequency for the HDR structure (2.02 Hz).

-MASS I (TOP)

MASS m
(OPERATING FLOOR)

OUTER
CONTAINMENT

-INNER
CONTAINMENT

-BASEMAT

Fig. 2. HDR Superstructure Mode-Schematic

The results obtained In these coinputat lonti were
very poor. The values of tne structural damping
vailed widely, depending on tha forcing frequency and
the response point used in the computations, and
included both negative and complex values. A
naexamination of both the method and experimental data
revealed that the phase measurements In the
vibrational experiments were not very reliable. These
v.lues, however, play a crucial role in defining some
of the parameters needed In r.he method.

Hence, any further effort to use the HDR test
data was abandoned. Instead It was thought to be
worthwhile to check the validity of the approach of
[4|, for structures such as the KUK building, by using
an artificial or computational set of data. Such
Information was available from the computational
simulation of a for red vibration shaker experiment
performed by Weldllnger Associates (5) using the same
model of the HDR soil-structure system as used in
their free vibration simulations. To make their
forced vibration simulation more realistic, material
damping in the structure had been Included In addition
to radiation damping. A value of 1.86X for the
superstructure's material damping was assumed In thu
simulation of both the first and second modes of
vibration. This value was obtained simply by
subtracting the estimated radiation damping In the
second out-of-phase bending mode (0.245!) from the
total system damping (2.1%) obtained experimentally.
The second mode value was chosen as representative of
damping In tilt! superstructure because this mode Is
dominated by the deformation of the superstructure
with very 11 .tie soil-structure Interaction. Material
damping ln he soil was neglected In these forced
vibration simulations.

The attempt Co apply the method to the simulated
forced vibration data also produced poor results.
Inconsistant and/or meaningless structural damping
values were obtained. At this stage the entire
approach was reuvalunted. A modal analysis for the
HDR building clearly showed that the participation
factors for the first and second fixed-base mode are
of the same order. This Indicates that the Influence
of the second mode is Important and cannot be ignored
as assumed ln the approach outlined ln 14). Further,
it must be pointed out that whereas the method assumes
horizontal translation to be the only degree of
freedom at each node, the artificial data and the
fixed-base modal analysis were based on an additional
degree «f freedom (I.e., rotation) at each node. This
inconsistency between the data and the method also
contributed to the poor results.

Based on these considerations the focus of the
current study was redirected. It was thought most
Important to ascertain If it were possible to "xtend
the approach of |4] to Include the effects of Uglier
modes ln the estimation of superstructure damping and
thus make It applicable to structures such as the HDR
hulIdlng.

Extension of Method to Higher Modes
One of the Important assumptions of the method

given ln [4] Is that the contribution of the higher
modes to the total response at the top of the
structure can be neglected. For the system considered
In [4] this assumption appears to have been valid as
evidenced by the results. However, for the HDK
superstructure the contribution of the second mode
even at frequencies In the neighborhood of the first
flxed-Dase frequency may not actually be negligible.
Consequently, the method was extended to Include the
contribution of the second mode. It will be seen from
the following that this extension can be easily



generalized to include as many higher modes as are
required. However, lc must be noted that the number
of response measurements required for the method's
application Is equal to the total number of modes
Included •

The model of the superstructure, originally
proposed by Hochtlef AC [8], is schematically shown in
Fig. 2. The two-dimensional model with u luraped-

ma. ses Is excited by a hormonlc forca of FQe at

node m at the level of the operating floor. Assuming
the bass to be rigid, we express the total horizontal

— i iiit
displacement of any mass j, U e , following

Luco et al., [41, as:

• ( r )

t ^ ' H r — + SA + V16
t

i.here:

2 1 | ( O . T , ( r ) .

r

1 j . C r J . T t . , C r ) .

(5)

a h.
b j

(1)
r

w h e r e U, e
b

and Q.e
b are the horizontal

b
t rans la t ion and rotation -*f base, respect ively,

U e Is the additional displacement of mass J due

to e l a s t i c deformation of the superstructure, and h,

is the vert ical distance of the -nass J from Che center

of the base. We note that U , U. , % , and U, are
j b b J

complex numbers. The equation ' . muttui tor harmonic
vibrat ions of the superstructure la:

- u [ M ) I U J + i u ( C ) ( U } + [K] ( F ) , ( 2 )

where [Mi, [C], [K] are the mass, damping and
stiffness matrices fur the superstructure on a rigid
base, (U) and (U) the total and relative displacement
vectors, and the force vector IF) Is given by:

F

F

0

F

for j * m

for J - m

S u b s t i t u t i o n of (1) Into CD gives

1- uT[Ml + lu[C] + [Kl|lU] ( 3 )

wi th II b e i n g .i cl>iiractur 1s t l c h e i g h t of tile

s u p e r s t r u c t u r e , f Is the r -mode raode-shapi'

c o e f f i c i e n t a t mass m. For c o n v e n i e n c e I t w i l l be
assumed chat t h e mode-shape v e c t o r s a r e n o r m a l i s e d to
u n i t y a t .'iass 1, 1 .e .,

- I r - 1 , 2

Since the to t t i l d lap lace merit of any mass j may be
wri t ten as

neglect ing the cont r ibu t ion of the t h i r d and higher
modes to the displacement of masses I and m when Che
exc i t a t i on frequency Is In the riiige of 1 to 4 Hz, we
may write

- IF} + ^[M] ! U)U. • [h)a '
b b J

where 11} - ( 1 , 1, 1 . . . 1)T

Solving fur n̂  a'ld n^ from the above equa t ions , vo gi-t

lh} - ( h p h2 . . . h n ) T

We assume that the supe r s t ruc tu re when fixed at
the base has c l a s s i c a l normal modes, as a r e su l t of
which

tU)
r -1

U ( r ) ) n (4)

where |$ ) Is the r" fixed base mode-shape vector
of the superstructure, and (n) Is the vector of
normal coordinates.

The normal coordinate n Is obtained by
substituting (4) Into (3) and simplifying, as:

and (6)

S u b s t i t u t i n g f u r Hj a n d n^ f r o m ( 5 ) I n t o ( 6 ) a n d ( 7 )

a n d f u r t h e r s i m p l i f y i n g , we o b t a i n

and

( ) r = A - (
in 2 2

( 8 )

(9)

whe.e



_ 1
1 U ( 2 ) [U - U , - h 8 . ) - [U -U.-h 8, 11

1 m *• I b I b ' v m b ra b ' J

and

n o i. m; =• , , ,

l (u -u.-h a, ) - * (u,-u.-h.e, II
1 *• in b ra b ' ra *• i b 1 b "

To apply this method, I t is required that A| and
AT be known for any value of in in the neighborhood of
iut and u)7. In the case of real t ea t d a t a ,

U , U , U, . and B, would be ava i l ab le frum the
I m b b

measurements. In addi t ion , a modal analys is of the
undamped, fix^a-hase model would have Co be performed

to ob ta in i , m , 8 , and -f (r™ 1.2). (Note tha t
ra r r r

t h i s means t h e |M) and [Kl m a t r i c e s for t h e f i x e d - b a s e
s u p e r s t r u c t u r e must be known a p r l u r l ) . E q u a t i o n s ( 8 )
and ( 9 ) a r e so lved fo r t h e f i x e d - b a s e n n t u r i l
f r e q u e n c i e s j and damping r a t L o s £ a s ;

; l / 2
Re(A (m)) j1 (1U)

soil deformations ant1 the relative superstructure
deformations were verv small. Therefore it would ha\e
been inappropriate to use Che experimental mode shapes
as approximations for fixed-base mode shapes. This
makes Ic necessary to perform a Cheorettcal modal
analysis of Che fixed-base superstructure, which In
turn requires a priori knowledge of the stiffness a:id
mass distributions of the superstructure. Any error
Ln these inputs will be reflected by errors In the
damping estlmaces. This is Che raosC serious
liraicacion of Che method.

Before Che extended method can be applied to
other experimental data, It would be desirable to test
Che assumptions involved in ic by applying ic to
simple artificial syscems that can be decomposed Into
subsystems. If the rotational degree of freedom of
the masses is Included in modeling the syscera, the
tdencification method should be modified further to
cake this into account. This is so because only
translations of the lumped-masses can be decomposed
into base moclons and elustic deformations, but not
the rotations. Future work beyond the validation of
the method through artificial data depends on the
availability of additional experimental data with
accurate phase measurements. Even though no
additional steady-state response data Is expected for
the HDR building, test data for a model containment
building that may become available in the future would
form the basis for additional Investigations.

> S e ! A r ( u , ) ] ) 1 / 2 | (ID

for r-1,2. Note that the expression for wr and ; are
the same for r>3, If modes higher than two are to be
included. In that case, Che expressions for A (UJ)
would Include the response measurements at r nodes.

DISCUSSION

The significance of the work reported here lies
In the demonstration that the method fur Identifying
the first-mode damping of the superstructure,
originally proposed by Luco et al., can be extended to
Include the contribution of higher modus to the
response and to determine modal damping of higher
modes. The extension Is straightforward and does not
result In any higher-order nonlinear equations.

The attempt to Identify Che damping contribution
of the superstructure of the HDR containment building
from the test data did not succeed mainly due to Che
erroneous phase data. Luco ec al., noced In [A] thac
the damping estimates are extremely sensitive to the
phase differences between the response at Che top and
that at the base of the structure for forcing
frequencies close to the system frequency. For
forcing frequencies away from the system frequencies,
the damping estimates are noted to be highly sensitive
to the phase difference between Che response at the
cop and the forcing funccion. The method, as extended
In the present work also requires that accurate phase
measurements be used for the response at the node m
where the force Is applied.

In addition to experimental daca, che method
ri jutres knowledge of all the fixed-base mode shapes
and the mass matrix. Luco et al., assumed that for
the system they considered, the fixed-base
superstructure mode shapes were close to the mode-
shapes obtained from the cescs on the real system.
This assumption may not be valid in general. In the
case of the HDR containment building It actually
appears Co be invalid. The firsc mode of Che HDR
system as seen from Che tests was predominantly due to
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